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electricity between the planes z and z + dz is dz.M/Zc, Art. 377. The potential at the centre is therefore
r                          c2
Effecting the integrations we find
V- ^L^^^L^)      V-     M - locr 5
V " V(aa - c?)                 a       '             J(d> - a*) °*           a           '
according as the spheroid is oblate (a > c) or prolate (c > a). The internal potential of the prolate spheroid is found more easily by taking V to be the potential at the focus, for then r = c + ez.
The potential of the oblate spheroid is also V = Af<f>/f, where / is half the distance between the foci of the generating ellipse and <j> is half the angle subtended by 2/ at the extremity of the axis of revolution.
379.   We know by Art. 205 that all the external level surfaces of the ellipsoidal conductor are confocal ellipsoids.   If P be any point situated on the confocal
whose semi- axes are «', ?/, c' the potential at P is A.U I            — .....   ....... — _
-    J{(rt'- + \)(^ + X)(c:* + X)}*' where the limits are X=a'2-a2 to oo , (Art. 20H).
380.    The  external  .surface  of a conductor charged  with a given quantity of electricity is not  acted   on   by any external body.    Prove that the electricity at every point huts the same siyii.
Let FO be the potential and first let this be positive. If there be any point P on the surface at which there is negative electricity, dV/dn must there be positive* because the surface density in is given by ^rrm=^ — dVjdti (Art. *MD). Hence the potential increases outwards along the line, of force at P. But this is impossible since the potential at every point between the surface of the conductor and the surface of a sphere of infinite radius must lie between V0 and zero, (Art. ll(i, Ex. 2). A similar proof applies if F0 is negative.
381.    A conductor, charged with a given quantity of electricity, is acted on by given forces.    Prove that there is hat one arrangement of the electricity which coidd be in equilibrium.
If possible let there be two distributions of the electricity, either of which could be in equilibrium, though the potentials are not necessarily the same. By subtracting one of these from the other, as in Art. 129, we obtain a distribution of electricity in equilibrium in which the external forces are absent arid the total

